00:20:14 Jeff Bravin:
FYI, if you want captions, you can turn it on
by pressing on the captioning button,. Thanks.
00:40:33 Janna Buell:
I got here late, did you mention what social
skills
00:40:39 Megan McClary:
How many students do you have at your school?
00:40:39 Janna Buell:
Curriculum you use
00:40:43 Brittany Barcio: What is your counselor to student ratio?
00:41:00 Naomi Anderson: Can you discuss your Vlog sessions a bit
more?
00:43:36 Keri Sluyter:
what strategies you will implement in manage
with trauma when re-enter (if it is part of your planning).
00:43:54 Naomi Anderson: What types of topics do you cover with those
00:44:14 Mimi Adams:
How many counselors, behavior specialists and
other support staff do you have?
00:44:42 dsegre: Hello Carlos! Diana from Fanwood here. Can you tell
us a little more about “Couch Talk” - what kinds of issues are raised?
Thank you!
00:46:41 Brittany Barcio: When you say mental health counselors, do you
mean school counselors?
00:48:09 Allison Sones:
HI Carlos-Do you currently run LGBTIA groups
during remote learning? We have three groups and a LGBTQIA classroom
happening now (The Learning Center for the Deaf) I would love more
ideas on isolation with our LGTQIA students?
00:50:16 Barbara: CEASD will have an online meeting focusing on mental
health needs of staff on June 2, 1:00-3:00.
00:51:59 Mimi Adams:
Do you have any experience with providing
support to students who are homeless and do not have any internet
access? If not, do you have any ideas?
01:15:58 Keri Sluyter:
repeat the question?
01:20:24 Allison Sones:
Do you have students sign a safety contract
while remote learning?
01:31:32 Bethany VanBebber:
Good Job Carlos! Appreciate you!
01:31:33 Karen Wilson:
thank you carlos!
01:31:40 Allison Sones:
THANK YOU! That was terrific!
01:31:42 Keri Sluyter:
Thank you!!
01:31:47 Mimi Adams:
Thank you!!
01:31:51 Sarah Presby:
Thank you!
01:31:54 dsegre: Thank you!

